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The compact all-rounder 
 

It does not always have to be a 40-tonner: With the TSK 118 tandem three-way dump trailer, 

Fliegl once again shows the wide range of vehicles the manufacturer has in its portfolio. 

 
With a payload of 8560 kilograms and a platform length of 5 metres, the compact trailer is also 

suitable for transporting larger construction machines. With a width of 2,420 millimetres, the 

flatbed even offers space for 10 Euro pallets; ideal for garden and landscaping builders who need 

to transport everything from paving stones to a few tonnes of bulk materials to an excavator. 

 
The robust drive-on ramps offer a load capacity of 6,000 kilograms per pair, so even larger 

construction machines can be loaded safely. During the journey, the 3-metre-long ramps are stored 

underneath the loading area in lockable storage compartments. 

 
For optimum load securing, 10 heavy-duty lashing eyes, each with a tensile force of 5 tonnes, are 

embedded in the 4 millimetre thick sheet steel floor. Tension straps and other accessories can be 

stored in the toolbox on the right-hand side of the vehicle, away from the road. Thanks to a spray 

flap that extends across the entire width of the vehicle, no dirt swirls up. 

 
Like the floor, the entire side wall structure is made of robust steel; the continuous side walls are 

mounted on six hinges, they can be folded down and offer a central locking system at the bottom - 

the TSK 118 is ready for tipping with just one movement. The split rear wall on this vehicle is 

designed as a two-wing door, swing-mounted, also with central locking. 

 
The truck's power take-off generates the pressure for the hydraulic multi-piston press that moves 

the three-way tipper. A continuous tipping shaft provides stability, as do the folding supports at 

the rear and the support leg with two-speed gearbox at the front. In order to be able to use 

another towing vehicle quickly if necessary, the height of the towing bar can be adjusted by 300 

millimetres with the help of a spindle. 

 
The comprehensive LED package consists of multi-chamber tail lights with dynamic turn signals, 

side marker lights as well as position and lane departure lights. An LED worklight at the rear 

ensures an optimally illuminated working environment at all times. 
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With the TSK 118, companies earn money for many years, because Fliegl offers a 15-year 

warranty against rust-through of the hot-dip galvanised and passivated frame. The parabolic 

suspension with rubber-steel bearings is maintenance-free. 

 

 
The most important at a glance 

 

- Payload: 8,500 kg 

- Unladen weight: 3200 kg 

- Drive-on ramps with 6,000 kg load capacity per pair 

- Space for 10 Euro pallets 

- Three-sided tipping unit with 4 mm thick steel tipping bridge 

- 10 heavy duty lashing points each with 5t. Tractive force 

- Integral air boiler (integrated into the frame) 

- Frame hot-dip galvanised and passivated, 15-year warranty against rust-through 

 
 

Fliegl Trailer at Bauma: Outdoor area North, Stand 721/9. 

 

 

Your IAA trade fair contact for further information or enquiries: 

Tina Mészáros 

Tel.: 036482 830-218 

Mobile: 01514 0237361 
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